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Acronis Cyber Cloud vs. Code42
Products compared
ACRONIS
Acronis Cyber Cloud 9.0
Acronis Cyber Protect Cloud 9.0

CODE42
Code42 for Enterprise version 7

Solution introductions
Code42 (formerly known as CrashPlan for Enterprise) offers a “data loss protection” solution for enterprise-customer
desktops. Historically known for its cloud backup solution offered by its subsidiary CrashPlan, Code42 would like to
become known as a security solutions vendor offering a “next-gen DLP” solution.
Acronis is a leading provider of cyber protection solutions, known for its innovative backup, anti-ransomware, disaster
recovery, storage, and enterprise file sync and share solutions. Part of the Acronis Cyber Cloud platform, Acronis Cyber
Protect Cloud is a complete cyber protection solution delivered exclusively via service provider partners. It integrates
hybrid cloud backup, disaster recovery, AI-based protection against malware and ransomware, remote desktop, and
security tools.

High-level comparison
CODE42 PAIN POINTS

ACRONIS CYBER CLOUD ADVANTAGES

Not as secure a data protection solution as it claims

The most secure data protection solution available

Code42 integrates backup and recovery with data loss
prevention functionalities like monitoring file-related
activities and suspicious-behavior detection (e.g. unusual
use of removable media and cloud services). But when
talking about data protection-related cybersecurity
features (outside of the DLP area), Code42:

Acronis Cyber Protect Cloud simultaneously offers deep
integration of backup and recovery, anti-malware and
anti-ransomware, security and management tools in a
single, easy-to-use solution that leads to unprecedented
data safety, accessibility, and security, as well as the
shortest RPOs and RTOs – even if a company-wide
disaster occurs. Capabilities include:

Has no integration with anti-malware tools or built-in
anti-malware capabilities
No security checks during recovery
No vulnerability assessment and patch management
No self-protection against malware and ransomware

The most advanced anti-ransomware technology – it
is proactive, AI-based, and automatically recovers files
Built-in AI-based protection against malware
Self-protection against ransomware and malware – of
Acronis software and customer backups
Anti-malware scans and vulnerability assessments of
production systems and backups
Automatic endpoint backups, before patching
Data protection maps and compliance reporting
Unified policies for data protection and cybersecurity
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Protection for workstations only
Code42 is made for workstations only, requiring an MSP
to use multiple solutions from different vendors to protect
the entire customer environment. This clunky approach
dramatically impacts efficiency and adds administrative
overhead.

Protection for workstations, servers and VMs, cloud
and on-premises applications, plus mobile devices –
via a single solution
Acronis Cyber Protect Cloud offers unified protection for
20+ platforms via a single solution, including workstations,
eight major hypervisors, servers, cloud and on-premises
applications, and mobile devices. This means that you can
increase productivity and keep user-error at bay working
with just one solution for all customer data protection
needs.

No full-image backup and recovery

Both full-image and file-level backups

Code42 offers no full-image backup, only file-level
backups. For most DLP use-cases, file-level recovery is
enough, but it doesn’t allow for short RTOs when there is
physical damage to the machine, when machines have
complex application settings, or when there is a disaster
that affects a large number of machines (like a site-wide
ransomware attack).

Acronis Cyber Protect Cloud offers both types of backup
and recovery so you can ensure quick recovery times – no
matter what. Moreover, it offers continuous data
protection that allows full-machine recovery with nearzero RPOs. Its “hybrid” approach allows both periodic, fullimage backups and continuous file-level backups of
critical data simultaneously. When recovering machines
(like to bare metal), the solution restores data from the
last full-system backup and applies the latest file-level
changes to the full-system backup, so no data is lost.

Only one recovery option

A wide range of recovery options for any use-case

Code42 only lets you recover individual files and folders,
which devalues it as a robust data protection solution.
That means it requires MSPs and end-customers to
deploy another solution for backup and disaster recovery.

With Acronis Cyber Protect Cloud you’re equipped with
the following recovery methods:
Recovery of specific files and folders via a self-service
recovery portal
Bare-metal recovery of the entire machine, including
quick recovery to dissimilar hardware
Any-to-any recovery and migration (P2V, V2P, P2P,
V2V)
VM recovery to a public cloud
Quick machine failover to the Acronis Cloud
Instant recovery by running a VM from backup
Large-scale recovery from the Acronis Cloud
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Not an MSP-ready solution

A solution made specifically for MSPs

Code42 is made for larger end-customer organizations,
not for MSPs. For instance, it offers:

Acronis Cyber Cloud is a platform designed with a service
provider’s technical and business needs in mind. Unlike
Code42, it offers:

No integration with PSA and RMM solutions for MSPs
No pay-as-you-go pricing for MSPs

Integration with RMM and PSA tools – Autotask,
ConnectWise (Automate, Manage, Control), Kaseya,
and SolarWinds (coming soon)
Integration with hosting control panels and billing
systems – cPanel, Plesk, HostBill, WHMCS (Code42
integrates with HostBill only)
Integration with cloud marketplace providers
Integration with third-party cloud automation systems
A suite of services via a single portal, enabling easy
up-sell/cross-sell and seamless switching between
solutions with just a single sign-on
Pay-as-you-go pricing with high partner margins

Offers limited backup storage options
Code42 offers only two backup storage options: local and
external drives; and backup to Code 42 cloud storage.
This means it lacks the ability to back up to networkattached drives, public clouds, storage in a service
provider data center, or any other third-party cloud
storage. This limitation is problematic for three reasons:
First, this means the solution doesn’t support the
industry-standard 3-2-1 rule of backup, which is
detrimental to a service provider’s credibility and
offerings. Second, whenever a customer prefers to store
data in local network shares and/or clouds hosted by
Google, Microsoft, or Amazon, the service provider loses
the deal. Finally, service providers that have their own
data center resources can’t leverage them to store
customer data.

Acronis Cyber Protect Cloud delivers unmatched
storage options (for backups) to better meet
customer and regulatory requirements
MSPs can ensure data safety by easily supporting the 3-21 rule of backup, plus help meet customer and regulatory
requirements by offering all of the following backup
options:
Local disks and networked storage
Acronis Cyber Cloud Storage
Google Cloud, Microsoft Azure, and AWS
Service provider cloud storage – for service providers
with their own data center infrastructure
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Feature-by-feature comparison
MANAGEMENT SERVER LOCATION
Vendor’s cloud (SaaS)
On-premises (software)
Local appliance
SERVICE-PROVIDER-ORIENTED FEATURES

Integration with RMM and PSA tools

Integration with hosting control panels and billing systems
Integration with marketplace providers
Multi-client management portal
A platform for multi-service management
Pay-as-you-go pricing
White-labeling
API for custom integration
Reseller management
Supported languages
VARIETY OF DATA SOURCES
Windows
Linux
Mac
vSphere
Hyper-V
Virtuozzo
Citrix XenServer
Linux KVM
Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization
Oracle VM Server
Nutanix AHV
Android
iOS
Microsoft Office 365
Google G Suite
Microsoft Exchange Server
Clustered Microsoft Exchange Server
Microsoft SQL Server
Clustered Microsoft SQL Server
Microsoft SharePoint
Microsoft Active Directory
Oracle Database
SAP HANA
Azure VMs
AWS EC2 VMs

CODE42

ACRONIS CYBER CLOUD

✓

✓

✓
Х

✓
Coming soon

Х

HostBill
Х
✓
Х
Х
✓
✓
✓
16 languages
File-level only
File-level only
File-level only
Х
Х
Х
Х
Х
Х
Х
Х
Х
Х
Х
Х
Х
Х
Х
Х
Х
Х
Х
Х
Х
Х

Autotask, ConnectWise
(Automate, Manage,
Control), Kaseya,
SolarWinds MSP (coming
soon)
cPanel, Plesk, WHMCS,
HostBill
CloudBlue, AppDirect
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
25 languages
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓ (agent-based)
✓ (agent-based)
✓ (agent-based)
✓ (agent-based)
✓ (agent-based)
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓ (limited)
✓
✓
✓ (agent-based)
✓ (agent-based)
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VARIETY OF BACKUP STORAGE OPTIONS
Local disks
Local networked storage
Software-defined storage by vendor

✓
Х
Х

✓
✓
✓

Vendor's cloud

✓

✓
Australia, France,
Germany, Japan,
Singapore, Switzerland,
UK, US

Vendor's data center locations

Australia, Ireland,
Netherlands, Singapore, US

Service provider cloud storage

Х

✓

Microsoft Azure

Х

✓

Google Cloud Platform

Х

✓

AWS

Х

✓

BACKUP OPTIONS
File-level backup

✓

✓

Continuous backup

✓

✓

Full-image backup

Х

✓

RECOVERY OPTIONS
Bare-metal restore

Х

✓

Quick bare-metal recovery to dissimilar hardware

Х

✓

File-level recovery

✓
Х
Х
Х
Х
Х

✓

Х
Х
Х

✓
✓
✓

Х

✓

Forensic information in backups
URL filtering
Two-factor authentication

Х
Х
Х
Х
Х
Х
Х
Х
Х
Х
Х
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Backup encryption

✓

✓

Х
Only default policies
applied to new devices
Х
Х
Х
Х
Х

✓

Run VM from image backup
Any-to-any recovery and migration (P2V, V2P, P2P, V2V)
Recovery to a public cloud as a VM
Large scale recovery from cloud
Failover to vendor’s cloud
SECURITY
Proactive ransomware protection
Proactive malware protection
Automatic files recovery after ransomware attack
Self-protection of the software and backups against ransomware and
malware
Malware scanning of backups
AV updates of OS images before recovery
Malware scanning of production systems
Vulnerability assessment of the systems
Patch management
Automatic backups of endpoints before patching
Data protection maps
Compliance reporting
File notarization

MANAGEMENT
Unified portal for all workloads
Backup policies
Unified policies for data protection and cybersecurity
Auto-discovery of machines
Remote agent installation
Remote access to machines via RDP
Hard drive health monitoring

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
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